




FORTE TURBO 
ABSOLUTE PRECISION AND UNMATCHEO PERFORMANCE 

Hand made in Germany by master machinist Julian Lorenzi, the Porte Turbo is AMG's reference-level flagship 

turntable. Tue Porte is machined from a solid aluminum billet and incorporates AMG's celebrated oil-damped 

bearing, decoupled spindle, 24v DC brushless motor, upgraded linear power supply, and reflex clamp. 

FORTE POWER SUPPL Y 12JT TURBO TONEARM OPTIONAL ENGRAVED FINISH 

Sierra Sound represents excellent analog audio products from around the world, such as AMG, Benz 

Micro, ViV Laboratory, and more. Contact us at sierrasound.net to find a dealer near you. SIERRA SOUND 

As you can see from the rear panel, the Caruso R is well equipped.
With a built in FM/DAB tuner, a plethora of digital and network 
inputs (including wireless), T +A hasn't forgotten one of the most 
important things - a pair of analog inputs so you can connect a 
phono pre, or even a tape deck. There's even a subwoofer output, 
and a variable line out, just in case you'd like to change up the 

mix for amplification. 

Good as the onboard 50+50w power amplifier is, we made it 
a point to connect a few small tube amplifiers to stay on 

point with our low-level listening credo. 

Again, the Caruso R succeeds brilliantly, no matter how you 
choose to use it. at $3,800, there's a lot of functionality in 
this compact enclosure. Those wanting one stop shopping 
can add the Rlü speakers (shown on previous page) to the 

list, to round out an all T +A system. 

This all makes for a great small room system that's quick to 
setup, and thanks to built in streaming, will have you listening 
in a few minutes. All popular formats are supported, and you 

can even use it as a ROON endpoint via AirPlay. 
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